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ABSTRACT

The main minimum (or extremum) path problem in this paper deds with the "law

of refraction" at a curve separating the plane into two parts with different nonns. Andytic

and geometric characterization for the point at which refraction takes place and formulas

for the angles that this incident and refracted rays make with a fixed a:ris or with the

normal to the curve are established. The case where the unit circle of the two norms are

Euclidean circles with different radii leads to the traditional Snell's Law. The other

problem deals with the "law of reflection" from a curve in the normed plane, which in the

case of Euclidean norm asserts the equality of the angles of incidence and reflection. The

3-dimensional case, where the separating curve is replaced by a surhce, is also considered.

Finally it is shown that minimization of path length with respect to non-Euclidean norms is

not a special case of Fermat's principle of minimizing the line integral fnds for a suitable

refraction index zr,.



l. Introduction. The principle of shortest optical path or of least light time was first

pronounced by Fermat and is usually referred to as Fermat's principle. According to it any

medium in 3-space is characterized by a function n(r,y,z), the index of refractiorL and

the path which a light ray takes between two points Ot, Oz minimizes the line integral

fi'nat (actually, it renders the integral an extremunu i.e. 6fffnds: 0 inthe sense ofthe

calculus of variations. As Caratheodory l2l showed, this is a genuine minimum if O1,O2

are zufficiently close). Much of the results of geometric optics can be derived from

Ferrnat's principle, the best known are the laws of reflection and refraction. These were

first established as empirical laws, the former goes back at least to Euclid, the latter to

Willebrord Snell, a Dutch astronomer and mathematician (1591-1626). Later on these

laws were derived from various physical theories of light. Snell's law was deduced from

an early corpuscular theory of light by Ren6 Descartes (1596-1650) and is also known as

Descartes' law. Christian Huygens (162945) derived these laws from his geometrical

"wave" theory of light. Eventually they became byproducts of the all-embracing

electromagnetic field theory of James Clark Ma,xwell (1831-79). For more of the history

and physics of these laws see the monograph by Morris Kline and Irwin W. fay lZ].

With no reference to physics the laws of reflection and refraction can be deduced

mathematically from the variational principle of shortest light time. For the former this is

done by the well-known geometric construction ascribed to Heron in Greek antiquity. For

the more difficult case of refraction a geometric proof was found by Huygens [O]and

another, based on Ptolemy's theorem, by Pedoe [A]. fne laws can also be derived by the

use of elementary inequalities; this was done for the law of reflection by Beckenbach and

Bellman [t] and for the law of refraction by Golomb [S]. Of course, the general

methodology of the calculus of variations can be used for this purpose, see e.g.

Caratheodory [z] or Gelfand-Fomin [4, p 60] Polya [e] nas a mechanical interpretation

of Snell's law. Chakerian-Ghandehari 13] treat a related problem, that of minimizing the

sum of distances of a point from the three vertices of a triangle in a normed space.



The equations of reflection and refraction established in this paper are not physical

laws, what they have in common with the above optical laws is that they are solutions of

extremal path problems, where arc length is not defined by a refraction index, but by the

way distance is measured in the space. The traditional method of the calculus of

variations @uler equation) do not apply here since path length cannot be expressed by a

line integral.

2. The Refraction Problem. Let X be a 2-dimensional vector space over the reals with

points c, A.... Let there be given a simple smooth curve

C;r:r"(t), roeCt (-*,oo),r"(t) {}for all t, which divides X into two regions

Xt,Xzwith common boundary C. Let these regions be normed bV ll .l[, ll .llz,

respectively. The unit circle

U1: {r€X1 : llsl[: l],flr - {o €X2: llrll,:1}

are assumed to be smooth and strictly convex, i.e. they contain no straight line segment

(for the nonns this means: llo+All;: llrlll+llglln implies o:0 or gr :fc for some

t > 0; i: \,2).

We define the length of a (continuous) curve 1 in X to be the least upper bound of

the lenghs of all the polygonal lines inscribed in 7. Here the length of a polygonal line is

the sum of the lengths of its segments, and the length of a segrnent with terminals r, yis

llr-ylln if both aandy arein Xi(i:1,2), and it is llr-"llz+lls-zlltif xe Xr,

A e Xzand z is the point of intersection of the segment with C. From the triangle

inequality prproperty of norms it follows that the length of any curve with terminals x1, 12

is at least equal to the length of the line segment l joining rl1 and c2. The strict convexity

that we postulated for the norms implies that the length of 7 is actually greater than the

length of A unless 7 coincides with l.



Now suppose points xr € Xr, 12 € X2 are given. We look for the curve 7 of the

shortest length joining 11 and 12. Tintersects C in at least one point, sy o*. The arc of 7

with terminals r;, r*(i:L,2) has length greater than llo;-r.ll,. Unless the arc

coincides with the line segment joining x; arlrd r*. Thus, in searching for the curve of

shortest length joining 01 and r.2, wa can restrict the search to finding some r+ e C such

that llrl - r,-llt * llr,. - ,zllzis minimal. It is not hard to see that the function

s(t) - llrt - r"(t)l[ +llrz - o"(t)llz

attains an absolute minimum at some t* (not necessarily unique) for the point r* : r"(t*).

Because of the assumptions made about the norms and the curve C, s e Ct ( - m, m),

hence

(*) s'(t*; : g.

The first problem is to characterize the point o* and the vectors cr - o*, xz - a*

by some analytic and geometric condition. The other problems concern the angles

involved. Let n* be the Euclidean normal to C at t*, dr the angle between the vectors

or - t* and n ("angle of incidence"), d2 the angle between the vectors a2 - xn and n

("angle of refraction"). We establish the relation between d1 and a2 that corresponds to

Snell's law in optics. Also the relation between 0i and 9i, which are the angles that the

vectors xr - r* and 12 - r* make with a base line. The analogous problems are solved

for the case of reflection from the curve C, where only one norm ll . ll is involved, and a

condition corresponding to the optical law of reflection is established.

3. Determination of co. Let | . I denote the Euclidean norm in X. Since 0!(i : 1,2) is a

simple closed curve and the interior of U; is convex, Ui can be represented in Euclidean

polar coordinates p,0; p: lal, 0 : arg(r), by

Ui: {x € X;: p: u;(0), u; € Cll' i - 1,2



{g : a} is some base ray with terminal at the center of [J;, {g : t} is the ray turned

counterclockwise by a right angle. Thgn

(l) llrll.: P :-|3l " " P l"l
lt : ,r(o) 

: 
ur(ugr)' llcllz : ,r@): udugr)

Set

ri : ri(t) - ri - a"(t), p;: p;(t): lq(t)1, 0;: 0;(t) - arg(r;(t)1, i:1,2

Then by (l), the minimizing condition (*) becomes

d pt(t) 1 d pz(t) 
|

l : _-

d,t u1o i1(t)lt=t, dt u2 o l2(t)lt:t,

Carrying out the differentiations in (2), we obtain

(2)

(4)

(3)

The argument in (3) is t. throughout.

Besides the polar coordinates we will also use Cartesian coordinates ({,4) for

vectors: {- pcon?, !l: p sin 0. In particular, we set €d:€i(t) : pr(t)cos0;(t),

Tt,:rilt): pt!) sin01(t), also X" = (€",4"). Then

p'r (u\o 0) 0\ - pL , (4 o 0) 0t2

q"er- et@: ur"or- ez 1"roffi

, €u€i + qrrf;
O: *f : - ((" cos d2 * rf" sin 0;)

d,=-;(4! cos or - lsin d,) ' ,::t r*'

- cos(r - 0t), 0l: - 1 ,in (, - 0;) i: !,2; t : t*
P;

We now use for the variable t the Euclidean arc length of C. Then 4 : cos r, rlt": sinr,

where r is the angle that the target vector to C atr* makes with the line 0 : 0. Using r in

(4), we have

(s) p'i:



In place of r we use the angles ai, where a1 is the angle that the vector ar - a* r4akes

with the normal vector to C at r* pointing toward 11 (the "angle of incidence") and a2 is

the angle that the vector xz - x* makes with the normal vector to C at r* pointing toward

o2 (the "angle of refraction"). Then (5) becomes

d- - sina1,{1

dz : sin a2, dz :

Using (6) in (3), we end up with

Slll a1

q(0)

: - acos al, t -- t*

f cos ae.

u\(0) sin a2

ffi.otor: u fficoso2

This is an explicit form of the minimizing condition (*), involving the (not independent)

variables ai, 0i.

We now glve a geometric interpretation of (7). We make r* the center of both

U1, and Uz and also the origins of the €q - coordinate system. The intersection of the

line joining e and r* with I{ is the point P; with Cartesian coordinates (u;(0,i) cosd;,

u{0) sin d;). A simple calculation gives the slope rn; of tI; at P;:

(8)
u;(0) cos 01 * u!;(0 ;) sin 0;

, i: tr2fTLi:
- u;(0;) sin dr + ui@) cos 0;

Thus, the equation of the tangent line T; to Ui at Pr is

q - u;(0;) sin1l :ffii, i:lr2
€ - ui@,) cos01

line ?- to C at r. is r7/{: rf.ll: tanr. So the point of

(e)

6

The equation of the tangent



intersection

calculation.

(10)

of T;ndT.has the coordinates ({A,,?q), which are found by another

(€s,,\q,L : #(cosr, sinr)
ut(o) - fficos ot

-1(€qr,nq):
ffi -ffi"o'o'

(cosr, sinr)

Comparing (10) with (7),we conclude

(l l) (€q,,\q,) + (€0, ,\q) : a

We also see by (7) that the denominator of one of the fractions in (10) is zero if and only if

the denominator of the other fraction is zero. This is the case if and only if r-tui : tarrr,

i.e. the tangent lines 4 and ?- either coincide or are parallel. For the geometric

proposition to be stated we exclude this possibility. Equation (l l) says that the point

r* : (0,0) is the midpoint of the segment m .

Equations (10) were derived independently of (7). Thereforg conditions (7) and

(l l) are equivalent. We have proved the following:

Theorem l. Let the line from the glven point O;(i: 1,2)to a point O* on the curve C

intersect the norm unit circle t4 with center at O* at 4, and let Q; be the intersection of

the tangent to Ut at 4 with the tangent to C at O*. Then the minimizing condition(*) is

equivalent to O* is the midpoint of the segment q6. See Figure l.

4. Reformulation of the Minimizing Condition. Condition (7) involves besides the

angles dr, d2 also the angles 0t, 0z.Clearly the variables are not independent, so we will

establish conditions which involve only the 0; or the a.;.

To get the relation between 0i:01(t.) and 0; -0;(t.), we assume that the

curye C is star-shaped both with respect to o1 and a2. Then the parameter t in condition

(*) may be replaced by either 0r: vrgrr(t) or 0z: argtz(t). C is now represented by



both c - g{0) and a - 92(02). Using p; again for

p;: p;(0) : ls; - gi@)|. Then (2) becomes, using 01for t:
we put

(r2)

(14)

Because of our assumption on C, both 91 and 02 are strictly monotone, d1 is increasing, 02

decreasing with respect to f. Since gr@i : 9z(02), we have

g't(or) : st(ez) ft, V;(dr)l : - lst(Ul#

Hence (12) becomes

/1a\ | dlr;gt(dr)lt I dlrz-gz@)lt\rJ' 
tltretl ffi, "r@n | 0t : ei: ldd}r)l d0, "r@ | ez : 0i

tana4: ;#,: hbg pn@1) i:1,2

This is the explicit relation between 0i and 0i.

Now take dr,dz as the basic variables. Suppose as above that C is star-shaped

both with respect to 11 and 12, then pn: lx-x;l :la;-g;(0;)l is a function of

0;.: fu: p;(flt), and by (6)

This equation expressos a; as a (monotone) function of d;. If we now assume that

0;+logp; has no inflection point then the inversion of (15) gives 2ias a (monotone)

function of ai, 0i: 0;(a;), and also a": g;(0) = /o(c;)(two representations),

u;: ut(a). Then proceeding as above, we obtain

('tir#,x* l"r - /r(or)l 1d
ar : al lfi@2)l da2

lrz - fz@z)l
az: aiur (ar) uz(az)



This is the explicit relation between the angle of incidence and the angle of refractiorL the

analogue of Snell's Law.

If X1 and X2are Euclidean spaces, then u1(a1) and uz(az)are constant, so (15)

become

(16)

But

tfi@il|
trJT

lq - fr(ot)l'
lrz - fz@z)l'

lq - f,i(o;)l' : (rn - f.i@)) . (r, - fio;))' /lr,i - ft@)l

: lfi@o)|. cos j (r; - f(o), - fl@)) : lfi@,;lsina;.

u1

u2

So (16) becomes

(17)

which is the traditional Snell's Law.

refraction of the two media Xt, Xz.

sinai _y
sin o| ,r2'

In the optical interpretation u1, u2 dre the indices of

5. The Reflection Problems. In the case of reflection there is only one normed space

Xt: X2: J(, ll. llr : ll. llz : ll. ll, and the points tL, azare on the same side of

curve C. There is only one unit circle, (h : (Jz : (J : U -- {, e X:p -- u(0),

u e Cr ). fne minimizing condition (7) becomes:

(18)
sino2

u@z)

Theorem I of Sec. 2 applies here too:

Theorem 2. Let the lines joining the points Or, Oz to a point O* on the curveC intersect

the norm unit circle t/ with center at O* at the points Pt, Pz resp. Let the tangent lines

to U at the points Pt, Pz, intersect the tangent line to E atthe points Qt,Qz resp. Then

sin a1 u'(0r)
,40) 

"\ot)"osa1 
_ u'(oz)

uzlgscos 
a''



the sum of the distance from Or and Oz to O : O* is an extremum for all points O on C f
and only if O.. is the midpoint of the segment M. See Figure 2.

The special case of parallel tangent lines occurs here if and only if Pt and Pz

coincide, hence there is only one tangent line to U at Pt : Pz parallel to the tangent to C

at O*, and in this case the incident and reflected rays are collinear.

For Euclidean space X, (18) becomes ai :2r - o.i, the angles of incidence and

reflection are equal, which is the traditional law of reflection.

6. Addenda. We consider briefly the 3-dimensional case. Assume that X is a 3-

dimensional vector space over the reals and there is a surface S that divides X into two

regions Xt, Xz, which are normed by ll . llr, ll . llr. For simplicity we assume thatS is the

graph of a function in C1(lR2). For given points a1 e X1, 12 € X2 we seek a curve with

terminals nt,oz which makes its length (as derived from the norrns, sec Sec. 2) an

extremum. As in the 2-dimensional case, we may restrict the search to finding a point

r* € ,S for which lltt - t*lh * ll"- - r*ll2 is an extremum. There must be such a point,

in particular a point r* for which this sum is a minimum. Let the place determined by the

points oL, t2, o*. (if these points are collinear choose any plane containing them) intersect

the surface ,S in the curve C. We are now back in the 2-dimensional case and Theorem I

may be used to determine the point c*.

Theorem 3. Let the plane P*, determined by the given points Ot, Oz and a chosen point

O* on the surface S, intersect S in the curve C. Let P;(i:1,,2) be the point where the

line joining Oi and, O* intersects the norm unit ball Ul with center at O*, and let Q; be the

intersection of the tangent to Ua at P; in the plane P.with the tangent to C atO*. Then the

path which is the union of the line segments DO. and@ has extremal length among

all the curves that join Or to Oz.

l0
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